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Abstract

We propose a scheme for protecting one qubit information against one era-

sure. The scheme operates essentially by distributing quantum information

over four qubits. Two versions of the method are considered: one of them is

based on two spatially-separated pairs of qubits, and the other is based on

one pair of qubits and two spatially-separated qubits.
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Quantum computing has become an active aspect of current research fields with the

discovery of Shor’s algorithm for factorizing a large number [1-2], though the fact that

quantum computer might, in principle, allow to solve hard computational problems more

efficiently than their classical counterpart is, at present, still a conjecture to a large extent

[3]. It is known that the biggest difficulty inhibiting realizations of quantum computers

is the fragility of quantum states. Decoherence of qubits caused by the interaction with

environment will collapse the state of the quantum computer and thus lead to the loss of

information. To solve this problem, many new QECCs have been discovered [4-19]. For a

sufficiently weak noise environment, Knill and Laflamme have shown that a five qubit code,

the smallest quantum error correction code, can be applied to encode one qubit of quantum

information and to correct a single-qubit arbitrary error at an unknown position [6].

In 1997 M. Grassl et al. [20] considered an error model where the position of the erroneous

qubits is known. In accordance with classical coding theory, they called this model the

quantum erasure channel. Some physical scenarios to determine the position of an error

have been given [20]. In their work, they showed that only four-qubit error correction code

is required to encode one qubit and correct one erasure ( i.e., a single-qubit arbitrary error for

which the position of the “damaged” qubit is known). Clearly, this code is very important

for protecting one qubit of quantum information as long as the position of the “bad” qubit

is known. In this paper, we propose an alternate scheme and some comparison with Ref.

[20] will be given in the following.

We first discuss how to protect one qubit information against one erasure based on two

spatially-separated pairs of qubits. Each pair contains two qubits which are set close in a

sense that environment cannot tell them apart, i.e., the two qubits in each pair have a good

symmetry that they will undergo collective decoherence. We denote the two qubits in one

pair by 1 and 10 while the two qubits in the other pair by 2 and 20. The qubit 1 is the

original information carrier, which may be in a general state

α |0i+ β |1i . (1)
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The basis states for our code are shown as follows

|0iL = |01i110 |01i220 ,

|1iL = |10i110 |10i220 . (2)

The encoding equations (2) can be implemented by the quantum CNOT (controlled-

NOT) operations Cij, where the first subscript of Cij refers to the control bit and the

second to the target. The three ancillary qubits 10, 2 and 20 are initially in the state |100i.
Throughout this paper, every joint operation will follow the sequence from right to left. Let

a joint encoding operation C1020C12C110 act on the four qubits, then the state (1) will be

encoded into

|ψiL = α |01i110 |01i220 + β |10i110 |10i220 . (3)

Depending on the application envisioned, the “encoded state” (3) could be used as is

(since it has been shown that one can construct logical gates that work on “encoded” qubits

of this form [21]), or one could factor out the ancillary qubits, as needed, by applying one

more time the same CNOT operation.

Let us first give the interpretations of the encoding (2) in terms of error correction codes.

It is easily seen that no matter which pair goes “bad”, both of the logical states (2) satisfy

the erasure-correcting conditions [20, 22]

hiL|Aa |iLi = hjL|Aa |jLi ,

hiL|Aa |jLi = 0 for hiL| jLi = 0. (4)

with i, j = 0, 1, and Aa are the error operators for the “bad” pair, which are

any linear combinations and products of the algebra basis

(
1,

10P
i=1

σix,
10P
i=1

σiy,
10P
i=1

σiz

)
or(

1,
20P
i=2

σix,
20P
i=2

σiy,
20P
i=2

σiz

)
. Thus, both logical states in (2) can be regarded as an erasure-

correcting code: it can, in principle, encode one qubit and correct one pair erasure. In the

following, we will show explicitly how this can be done.
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Suppose that the environment is in a mixed state ρ0 =
P
i
pi |²ii h²| (where ρ0 is a density

operator of the environment and pi is a probability with which the environment is in the

pure state |²ii), then the state of the whole system composed of the qubit system and the

environment is describled by

ρL ⊗ ρ0 =
X
i

pi |ψiL |²ii hψ|L h²|i , (5)

where ρL = |ψiL hψ|L which is a density operator of the encoded qubit system. It follows
from equation (3) that

ρL ⊗ ρ0 =
X
i

pi (α |01i110 |01i220 + β |10i110 |10i220) |²ii
⊗ (α∗ h01|110 h01|220 + β∗ h10|110 h10|220) h²|i . (6)

One can certainly envision situations where one might, in fact, know which qubit pair

goes bad while the other pair is intact (by using the methods for determining the position of

an error [20]). Also, we assume that collective decoherence holds exactly for each separate

pair. In this case, the most general kind of error that could affect a qubit pair can be

expressed in the form

|01i|²ii → |00i|²0ii + |01i|²1ii + |10i|²2ii + |11i|²3ii (7a)

|10i|²ii → |00i|²0ii + |10i|²1ii + |01i|²2ii + |11i|²3ii, (7b)

(assuming that the system does not actually leave the computational space), where |²jii are
appropriate environment states, not necessarily orthogonal or normalized. The collective

decoherence condition is expressed by the equality of the environment states appearing in

(7a) and (7b): the fact that the environment “cannot tell the qubits apart” means that the

evolution of the state |ii0i is obtained from that of the state |i0ii by merely exchanging the
two qubit values everywhere. Equivalently, the conditions for collective noise behavior of

(7a)-(7b) can be obtained by evolving the logical states under the interaction algebra formed

by totally symmetric operators on the relevant pairs (in the language of Ref. [23]).
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Consider first the case in which the first pair (1,10) in (3) undergoes decoherence of the

form (7). The resulting state is

ρ =
X
i

pi |ψii hψ| , (8)

where

|ψii = α (|00i110|²0ii + |01i110|²1ii + |10i110 |²2ii + |11i110|²3ii) |01i220

+β (|00i110|²0ii + |10i110 |²1ii + |01i110 |²2ii + |11i110|²3ii) |10i220. (9)

To disentangle the first pair from the second pair in (9), do first a CNOT operation C101 on

it, to get

ρ =
X
i

pi |ψ0ii hψ0| , (10)

where

|ψ0ii = α [|0i1(|0i10 |²0ii + |1i10|²3ii) + |1i1(|1i10|²1ii + |0i10 |²2ii)] |01i220

+β [|0i1(|0i10 |²0ii + |1i10|²3ii) + |1i1(|0i10|²1ii + |1i10 |²2ii)] |10i220 , (11)

and then measure the state of qubit 1. If the result is zero, the qubit 10 factors out, and

thus, the second pair with the environment and the qubit 10 will be in the state

ρ =

"X
i

pi(|0i10 |²0ii + |1i10|²3ii)(h0|10 h²0|i + h1|10 h²3|i)
#
⊗

(α|01i220 + β|10i220) (α∗ h01|220 + β∗ h10|220) . (12)

Equation (12) implies that the pair (2, 20) is disentangled from the environment and the

qubit 10, and it is automatically in the coherent superposition

α|01i220 + β|10i220. (13)

On the other hand, if the result is one, all one has to do is flip qubit 10 conditioned on the

state of the remaining pair; this can be accomplished, for instance, using a gate C210 (after

the operation C210 , qubit 1
0 will factor out and the second pair (2, 20) will be in the state
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(13)). Finally, we perform an operation C220, then, it follows from (13) that the original

state (1) will be recovered through the qubit 2.

Note that for each logical state in the encoding (2), the qubits (1, 2) and the qubits

(10, 20) are in the same states. Thus, if the second pair goes bad, the original state can be

restored through the qubit 1 by following above procedures.

In what follows, we will discuss how to protect one qubit information against one erasure

based on a qubit pair and two spatially-separated qubits. As described above, the two qubits

in the pair are set close so that they have a good symmetry, and therefore, they will undergo

collective decoherence. We denote the two qubits in the pair by 1 and 10 while the other two

separate qubits by 2 and 20. We still assume that qubit 1 is the original information carrier.

Our encoding is shown as follows

|0iL =
1√
2
|01i110 (|00i+ |11i)220 ,

|1iL =
1√
2
|10i110 (|00i− |11i)220 , (14)

which can be done: the ancillary three qubits are first prepared in the state |100i10220 , then
we perform a joint operation C110C220H2C12 on the qubit system where H2 is a Hadamard

transformation on qubit 2, sending |0i → (|0i+ |1i) /√2 and |1i → (|0i− |1i) /√2. The
encoded state will be

|ψiL = α
1√
2
|01i110 (|00i+ |11i)220 + β

1√
2
|10i110 (|00i− |11i)220 . (15)

Thus, from (5) and (15) the state of the qubit system and the environment is given by

ρL ⊗ ρ0 =
X
i

pi

Ã
α
1√
2
|01i110 (|00i+ |11i)220 + β

1√
2
|10i110 (|00i− |11i)220

!
|²ii

⊗
Ã
α∗

1√
2
h01|110 (h00|+ h11|)220 + β∗

1√
2
h10|110 (h00|− h11|)220

!
h²|i . (16)

Consider first the case in which the pair (1,10) undergoes collective decoherence of the

form (7). The resulting state is

ρ =
X
i

pi |ψii hψ| , (17)
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where

|ψii = 1√
2
α (|00i110|²0ii + |01i110|²1ii + |10i110 |²2ii + |11i110|²3ii) (|00i+ |11i)220

+
1√
2
β (|00i110|²0ii + |10i110 |²1ii + |01i110 |²2ii + |11i110|²3ii) (|00i− |11i)220 . (18)

What we need to do now is to disentangle the pair from the other two qubits (2, 20) in (18).

We first perform a joint operation H2C220C101 which leads to

ρ =
X
i

pi |ψ0ii hψ0| , (19)

where

|ψ0ii = α [|0i1(|0i10|²0ii + |1i10 |²3ii) + |1i1(|1i10 |²1ii + |0i10|²2ii)] |00i220
+β [|0i1(|0i10|²0ii + |1i10 |²3ii) + |1i1(|0i10 |²1ii + |1i10|²2ii)] |11i220 , (20)

and then we measure the state of qubit 1. If the result is zero, the qubit 10 factors out, and

thus, the two qubits (2, 20) with the environment and the qubit 10 will be in the state

ρ =

"X
i

pi(|0i10|²0ii + |1i10 |²3ii)(h0|10 h²0|i + h1|10 h²3|i)
#

⊗ (α |00i220 + β |11i220) (α∗ h00|220 + β∗ h11|220) . (21)

Equation (21) shows that the pair (2, 20) is disentangled from the environment and the qubit

10, and it is automatically in the coherent superposition

α |00i220 + β |11i220 . (22)

On the other hand, if the result is one, one has to flip qubit 10 by performing a gate operation

C210 . From Equation (22), an operation C220 will lead to recovery of the original state (1)

through qubit 2.

The encoding (14) is invariant under the exchange of the bit values for the qubits 2 and

20. Thus, if the original state can be recovered after the qubit 2 goes bad, it can also be

recovered in a similar way for the case of the qubit 20 going bad. To simplify our presentation,

however, we will only discuss how to restore the original state when the qubit 2 goes bad.
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Since |0i and |1i form a basis for a qubit, we need only know what happens to these two
states. In general, the single-qubit decoherence process must be

|0i|²ii → |0i|²0ii + |1i|²1ii,

|1i|²ii → |0i|²00ii + |1i|²01ii. (23a)

As will be shown below, during the restoration operation there is no need of performing any

operations on the “damaged” qubit. For the simplicity, we can rewrite Eq. (23) as

|0i|²ii →
¯̄̄e0iE ,

|1i|²ii →
¯̄̄e1iE , (24)

where the above environment states |²0ii , |²1ii , |²00ii and |²01ii have been included in
¯̄̄e0E

i

and
¯̄̄e1E

i
. Let us now see what will happen to the state (16). After the qubit 2 goes bad, it

goes to

ρ =
X
i

pi |φii hφ| , (25)

where

|φii =
1√
2

h
(α |01i110 + β |10i110)

¯̄̄e0i0E
220
+ (α |01i110 − β |10i110)

¯̄̄e1i1E
220

i
. (26)

A phase-shift gate operation P2010 on the qubits 2
0 and 10, which sends |iji→ (−1)j×j |iji (

here, i, j ∈ {0, 1}), leads Equation (26) to
1√
2
(α |01i110 + β |10i110)

³¯̄̄e0i0E
220
−
¯̄̄e1i1E

220

´
. (27)

It follows from Equations (25) and (27) that the state of the qubit system and the environ-

ment is now given by

ρ =

"
1

2

X
i

pi
³¯̄̄e0i0E

220
−
¯̄̄e1i1E

220

´ ³De0i0¯̄̄
220
−
De1i1¯̄̄

220

´#
⊗ (α |01i110 + β |10i110) (α∗ h01|110 + β∗ h10|110) . (28)

Equation (28) implies that after a simple phase-shift operation, the pair (1, 10) has been

disentangled from the other two qubits and the environment; and it is automatically in the
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coherent superposition α |01i110+β |10i110 , from which the original state (1) can be recovered
through the qubit 1 after performing a CNOT operation C110 .

The above procedures show that during the restoration operation, the “damaged” qubit

2 is not involved at all and there is no need of performing a measurement on any qubit (the

same situation also holds for the case of the qubit 20 going bad).

As shown above, some of the qubits have to be set close so that they undergo collec-

tive decoherence; while the scheme of Grassl et al [20], each qubit undergoes independent

decoherence, i.e., any two of the four qubits are spatially separated. In this sense, their

scheme has a loosen condition and thus it is better than ours. However, like our scheme,

their scheme works in the case when the error position is known, i.e, one has to detect over

each qubit to determine which qubit goes bad (for example, if errors are accompanied by

the emission of quanta, they can in principle be detected). Thus, in their scheme, one has

to detect over four spatially-separated qubits at the same time; while in our scheme the

detection is simpler, for instance, we need only two detectors to detect over two separate

pairs for the first version of the method.

Finally, it should be made more clearer that, in general, ensuring the conditions for

collective error behavior requires more than setting qubits sufficiently close. For instance,

the no-qubits-interaction condition should be satisfied in the collective decoherence models

[24]. Another related point is that experimental realizations of collective noise in qubit

systems have been obtained to date by using trapped ions [25] and liquid-state NMR [26,27].

In summary, we have presented an alternate scheme to protect one qubit information

against one erasure error, by using imperfect symmetry. The encoding and error recovery

operations, as shown here, are relatively straightforward. A special feature of the present

scheme is that it requires less detection.
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